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Abstract--The Enskog-Boltzmann equation, a partial differential integral equation of the hyperbolic type, 
is a model which generalizes the classical Boltzmann equation to high gas densities and is here considered 
with an analysis of the well-posedness of the initial-value problem in unbounded domains. Some new 
global existence and uniqueness results for the solutions of the initial-value problem and a discussion on 
the asymptotic stability are provided under suitable assumptions about he size of the norm of the initial 
data and about he rate of decay to zero at infinity in the phase space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Enskog-Boltzmann equation is generally considered [1, 2] the first generalization of the 
Boltzmann equation to describe high-density effects as well as the influence of the gas particles' 
overall dimensions. This successful extension, as accurately described in Chapter 6 of Ref. [2], 
generalizes Boltzmann's original statistical analysis to a hard-sphere particle fluid such that the 
n-body effects are simulated by a two-body effect modified by a suitable enlargement of the action 
field of each "hard-sphere" particle. 
The actual derivation of the Enskog-Boltzmann equation has been realized also on the basis of 
some phenomenological ssumptions [2], however, more rigorous derivations of the so-called 
"modified Enskog equation" can be found in Refs [3, 4]. Nevertheless, proof of the existence of 
solutions, at least in the case of the Cauchy problem in unbounded omains, is certainly a crucial 
first step towards the validation of the model itself. 
Some results on the local existence of solutions have been supplied by Lachowicz [5], whereas 
global existence proofs were announced [6, 7] in an Oberwolfach meeting for small initial data 
characterized by a suitable decay to zero at infinity in the phase space. We consider, as mentioned 
above, initial data with an inverse power decay to zero at infinity in space and obtain global 
existence results by application of the fixed-point heorem in Banach spaces, with a methodology 
analogous to that which we used to study [8] the "relatively easier" initial-value problem related to 
the nonlinear Boltzmann equation without the Enskog correction defining the dense gas effect. We 
also have to mention that Platkowsky provided a global existence result within the more restrictive 
hypothesis [7] of exponential decay to zero at infinity in space for the initial data. 
This paper provides a detailed analysis of the Cauchy problem for the Enskog-Boltzmann 
equation. These results are obtained under suitable assumptions about the size and space 
distribution of the initial data and can be extended to some recent and more rigorous modifications 
of the Enskog model [3, 4]. Moreover, a detailed analysis of the problem of the positivity of the 
solutions and of the influence of an external field is also realized. 
As already mentioned, these results are provided by suitable application of the Cacciopoli- 
Banach fixed-point theorem to an integral formulation of the Enskog equation, where this 
formulation is obtained utilizing the hyperbolic structure of the equation--the trajectories of the 
gas particles define the characteristic lines. 
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Section 2 provides a description of the mathematical model and Section 3 introduces the 
pertinent function space and the related definition of the solution. Section 4 contains the main 
result, i.e. the global existence, uniqueness and stability proofs. A discussion on the physical 
consistency of the results is given in Section 5. 
2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Enskog equation provides a generalization of the 
Boltzmann equation, so that dense-gas effects are included, and defines the time and space 
evolution of the one-particle distribution function: 
f =f (x ,  V, t): ~3 ~) ~3 [~ ~+ ~ ~+, (1) 
where xell~ 3 is the space coordinate, Ve~ 3 is the vector velocity and te~+ is the time. The 
distribution functionfis a positive defined Lebesgue measurable map of its argument. 
The Enskog-Boltzmann equation, in the absence of an external field, can be written as follows: 
0f(x, V, t)/Ot + Af(x,  V, t) = E( f ; f , f ) (x ,  V, t), (2) 
where the term on the 1.h.s. is the streaming operator with 
3 
A =i=~ ~ V'~x, • (3) 
and the term on the r.h.s, is the collisional operator which can be split into the difference between 
the so-called "gain" and "loss" terms: 
E( f ; f , f )  = E+( f ; f , f )  - E ( f ; f , f ) ,  (4) 
each term being defined as follows: 
V, t) = ( tr2q sin 0 cos Og(x + try; n ( t ) ) f (x ,  V', t ) f (x  + 2try, E+(x, VI, /)dVld0dE (5) 
3o 
and 
E_(x, V, t) = .1~ tr2q sin 0 cos 0 g(x - try; n ( t ) ) f (x ,  V, t ) f  (x - 2try, Vi, t)dVtd0dE, (6) 
where q = (V - V0, n is the number density of the gas, as defined later in equation (38), and D is the 
domain of (V~, 0, E). This domain, 
O = R3• [0, n/4] ~ [0, 2~z], (7) 
has a limited range for the variable 0, with respect o the original Boltzmann equation, so that 
reverse collisions are not permitted. 
In equations (5) and (6), (V, V~) and (V', V~) are the collisional velocities; the collisions being 
ruled by the known conservation laws, as clearly stated in the literature [2]. The actual difference 
with respect o the Boltzmann equation mainly lies in the fact that the particle with radius tr collides 
with the particle with center at (x - 2av), where x is the center of the first particle and v the unit 
vector joining the centers of two colliding particles. Our analysis is based on a suitable regularity 
assumption about the function g, as stated in the next section, independently on the analytic 
structure of g, so the results also apply to modifications of the Enskog equation. 
The so-called "Enskog problem" consists of the analysis of equation (2) at given initial 
conditions, f0 =f  (x, V; t = 0), at all points of the unbounded omain of the variable x. Equation 
(2) can be regarded as a semilinear partial differential integral equation of the hyperbolic type. We 
can apply the classical analysis of hyperbolic systems [9] to such an equation to state that the 
characteristic l nes of the streaming operator are defined by the trajectories of the particles which, in 
the absence of an external field, are straight lines between each pair of collisions: 
Xc = x + Vt. (8) 
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Due to the above property we can write equation (2) in its "mild" [10] form: 
df#(x, V, t)/dt = E ~( ] , f , f ) (x ,  V, t), (9) 
where 
f~=f (x+Vt ,  V,t) and E~=E(x+Vt ,  V,t) (10) 
or, after equations (5) and (6) and if D = E_/f, in the equivalent form: 
df  ~(x, V, t)/dt +f  ~'(x, V, t)D ~ ( f ; f ) (x ,  V, t) = E+ ~ ( f ; f , f ) (x ,  V, t). (11) 
Both equations (9) and (11) can be written, at given initial conditions, in integral form: 
f~(x ,V , t )=fo(x ,V)+ Ee(f ; f , , f ) (x ,V,s)ds (12) 
and, with regard to equation (11), 
F; l fe (x ,  V, t) =f0(x, V) exp - D # (f ; f ) (x,  V, s)ds 
;o [ ;  ] + E~+(f;f , f )(x,V,s)exp - D~'( f ; f ) (x ,V,p)dp ds. (13) 
Remark 1 
Equation (12) is not assured because of the term E in E, the positivity of the solutions, on the 
other hand, is assured by equation (13) whenever f0 is positive defined. 
Remark 2 
The presence of an external field F modifies the operator A, defined in equation (3), as follows: 
i=, \ ~xi+ F'-~, • " (14) 
In this case the characteristic l nes are not straight and the mild formulation eeds to be modified as 
shown in Section 4. 
3. FUNCTION SPACES 
We are now interested, as a first step, in the analysis of the initial-value problem for equation (2), 
the analogous problem with the operator A defined as in Remark 2 will be considered afterwards as 
a second step. 
The above-stated objective will be pursued along the following lines: 
--Equation (12) is considered without he "loss" term and existence and uniqueness 
is proven in the large in a suitable function space. 
--Positivity in the same function space is then proven, considering equation (13), by a 
suitable application of the Kaniel and Shinbrot iterative scheme [10]. 
Accordingly, we shall consider some fixed-point properties of the operator ~¢ defined as follows: 
+; f~(x,  V, t) = : (~f )e  (x, V, t) =fo(x, V) E~(f ; f , f ) (x ,  V, s)ds. (15) 
Before that, he wever, we need some preliminary definitions and remarks. 
Definition 
The class H of real-valued functions of the scalar variable w :h = h(w): ~+ ~ R+ is defined by the 
following properties: 
(i) h ~ {Cb(R+ ) ~ L,(R+)}, 
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(ii) h* = sup h(xf2w/2)/h(w) < 
w~>0 
(iii) h~ = suph(Iw - 2al)/h(w) < ~.  
w>~0 
Remark 3 
The Li-norm of the functions h~ H, according to condition (i), is bounded: 
IIh II, = h(w)dw < oo. (16) 
Remark 4 
The class H is a nonempty set of functions which includes, as a particular case, the functions 
1 
h(w) = (1 + O'2W2) p/~'' P > 1, (17) 
already considered in [6]. However, more general distributions can be included in the class H. 
Remark 5 
As proven in the appendix of Ref. [8], the two relative velocities (V -  V') and (V -  VI) are 
orthogonal: (V -V ' ) - (V -V~)=0;  moreover, Ref. [11] provides, if h~H, the following result, 
which will be used later: 
f ' 2h*h(lxl) u 'v=0~ 0 h( Ix+sul )h( Ix+svl )ds  <~ min(u,v) IIh ILL,. (18) 
After these preliminaries, the following complete Banach space can be defined: 
m=(h) = {f~C°([0, T]; Cb(~3 ® ~3)); If* (x, V, t)l ~< lh(lxl)  exp(-~V2)} (19) 
for some positive defined constant c, which may depend onf. M~(h) can be endowed with the norm 
= sup I f  *(x, V, t)l exp(aV2)/h(]x[). (20) 
Moreover, the closed convex subset ~ of M, (h) is defined by the closure 
13 = {0 <~ f ~ M~(h); II f II = ~< 2 II f0 I1=}. (21) 
Finally, with regard to the function g, the following hypothesis made. 
Hypothesis 
The function g, independently of its actual physical modeling, is such that its behavior with 
respect o its own argument satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) g =g(u)~Cb(~+ )fqLip(~+ ) 
and 
(ii) g (0 )= l ,  uT~g$.  
This hypotheses permits the definition of 
g * = max {g (2h ~ (n/~)3/2), gLip 2h ~ (rt/~t)3/2 }. (22) 
We are now interested in the solution of equations (12), (13) and (15) in the above-defined space 
M, (h). A first step towards this objective lies in the analysis of some properties of the operator d
defined in equation (15), which can be summarized in the following. 
Lemma 
Let the initial conditions be supplied in the form 
f0(x ' V)~b(~3 (~ ~3); 0 ~<f0(x, V) < flh(Ixl) exp( -~V 2) (23) 
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for some positive defined constant fl, then the following inequalities hold: 
Vf~D" (~¢f) e (x, V, t) ~<f0(x, V) + fl8tr2V/~ot3/2g(2h~(rt/~)a;2)h~h * II h IIL,h(Ixl) exp(-  ct V 2) 
(24) 
and 
Vf, (p ~ ~3 :] (~¢f) ~ -(~¢(p)~l~32x/-~ct3/2a2h(fx[)h~g*h*exp(-~V2)l[f-q)ll. (25) 
Proof. The proof of this preliminary lemma is a matter of technical calculations, which are given 
in the Appendix so that the reader is not diverted from the guidelines regarding the presentation of
this paper. We also mention that these calculations are analogous to those in Ref. [8]. 
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS IN THE LARGE AND STABILITY 
We keep referring to the Enskog-Boltzmann equation in the absence of an external field. The 
lemma proposed in the preceding section suggests the following main result. 
Theorem 1 
Let the initial conditions be supplied as in the lemma for h ~H, then the Cauchy problem for the 
"truncated Boltzmann-Enskog equation" has a unique nonnegative solution f(x,  V, t)eM~(h) 
provided that fl satisfies the following smallness assumption: 
1/(32ex/~) 
0 ~< B ~< ; (26a) 
a2g*h,h * I[h IlL, 
moreover, f '~ is uniformly bounded: 
Vt >/0:f #(x, V, t) .N< 2Bh(lx[) exp(-eV2). (26b) 
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the lemma. In fact, on the basis of that result, the 
proof that the operator d maps the functions of the subset ~3 into itself and is contractive is 
immediate. The following properties can be proven: 
(a) g f  ~M~(h):(df)~M~(h), 
(b) Vfe D : (d f )e  D 
and 
(c) V f, ~0 e~:l[ (~qlf) - (dO)II ~ ~ ½ I I f -  ~0 II ~. 
The above properties assure xistence and uniqueness of the solutions in the large according to the 
Cacciopoli-Banach fixed-point heorem [9]. Moreover, condition (b) implies the boundedness of
the solutions in the terms stated in equation (25). The theorem is then proven. 
Remark 6 
The contraction condition (c) in the proof of Theorem 1 provides the rate of convergence of the 
iterative scheme 
1 ch 
c ~< ~:1[ L - f  II ~ < ]-~--c IIfl - f0  II ~- 
Note that Theorem 1 does not include the proof of the positivity of the solutions, which can be 
claimed from the local existence proof provided by Lachowicz [5]. Nevertheless, this proof can be 
obtained by a suitable application of the Kaniel and Shinbrot iterative scheme [10] to the 
Enskog-Boltzmann equation in unbounded omains with initial data as stated by Theorem 1. Such 
a method has provided global existence proof of the solutions of the initial-value problem for the 
nonlinear "hard-sphere" Boltzmann equation [12] and for the semidiscrete Boltzmann equation 
[13]. 
The positivity of the solutions is then defined by the following. 
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Theorem 2 
Let the initial conditions f0(x,V) satisfy the condition stated in Theorem 1, then the full 
(nontruncated) Enskog-Boltzmann equation (2) has a unique, nonnegative, mild solution in M~(h) 
of the initial-value problem with the bound defined in equation (26b). 
Proof The iterative scheme [10] can be summarized as follows. Consider two functions: 
l0 = 10(x, V, t) and u0 = u0(x, V, t) with initial conditions: 0 ~< lo(x, V) ~< u0(x, V). Then two se- 
quences {lk} and {Uk} can be defined by the recursive solution of the linear problem 
where 
d lL , /d t  + l~+ ,D #(uk; Uk) = E+ ~ (lk; lk, lk] ] 
du~, /d t  + u~+,D *(lk, l~) = E~+ (Uk; Uk, Uk), J' 
(27) 
D(fk;fk) = E (fk;fk)/fk. (28) 
Then, {lk} is monotone increasing and {Uk } monotone decreasing to the solution of the Enskog 
problem if the so-called "beginning condition", 
0 <<. lo <~ 11 <<. u~ <~ uo~M~(h), (29) 
is satisfied. 
At this point we have only to prove that if the initial conditions are chosen as stated in Theorem 
1, then condition (29) is satisfied. Keeping this in mind, let us simply take l0 ~ = 0. Consequently, by 
the first of equations (27), l~ >~ 0 and one has only to prove that 
ul <<. uo6M,(h). (30) 
The formal integration of the second of equations (27), for k = 0, and recalling that 10 ~ = 0, gives 
u~(x, V, t) =f0(x, V) + E~.(uo;uo, uo)(x,V,s)ds. (31) 
If now we choose 
ug(x, V, t) = 2flh(lxl) exp(-  ~ V2), (32) 
the proof of Theorem 1 implies the following: 
u~ (') = (du0)* ( ' )eD.  (33) 
Moreover, inequality (30) is fulfilled according to the properties of the operator defined in the 
previous proof. In addition, equations (27) provide the following inequality: 
f0 [l~ u#L(x ,V , t )< " L l#De(u ,u )_u~D~(V,V)+E~( l ; l , l ) -E~+(u;u ,u ) l (x ,V ,s )ds .  (34) 
The properties of the operator d imply, under the smallness assumption defined in Theorem 1, the 
following: 
Ill # -u  # II "< II 1# -u  ~ IlL (35) 
therefore l ~ = u ~ and the theorem is proven. 
Remark 7 
Theorem I also contains an asymptotic stability result. In fact f  #, as indicated in equation (26), 
is uniformly bounded and, as a consequence of definition (10), we have 
f (x ,  V, t) <~ 2flh(Ix - Vt I) exp(-  c~V2) • (36) 
Therefore, the following stability result holds. 
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Theorem 3 
Let the initial conditions be given as in Theorems 1 and 2, then there exists a nonempty set of 
initial conditions uch that, for finite x, the following limit holds: 
liT0 If ~ > 0: limf(t, V; x) = 0. (37) 
t~oo 
Remark 8 
The above implication also holds for the local number density n(x, t) and can be written, in this 
case, as follows: 
n(x, t) = JRff(x' V, t)dV; n o = n(x; t = 0) > 0: ,.o~lim{n(t; x)) = 0. (38) 
We can now consider a conceivable xtension of the above result to the initial-value problem in 
the presence of an external force field, i.e. when the streaming operator A is defined as in equation 
(14). Our analysis will not provide a detailed proof, but it will indicate a technical extension for the 
case of a special force distribution. 
The analysis is realized within the preliminary hypothesis that the external force is positional and 
admits a smooth potential, such that the trajectory in the phase space of each particle, 
x = 4~(t; x0, V0) and V = ~0(t; x0, V0), (39) 
is uniquely determined by the equation of motion for every admissible initial condition (x0, V0). 
Within this hypothesis, ~b and ~, can be considered bicharacteristic lines and, following Asano [14], 
the integral form can be written in the form 
f ( t ,  ~(t; x, V), ~,(t, x, V)) =f0(x, V) + ~i Uo(-s )E( f ; f , f ) (x ,  V, s)ds, (40) 
where the operator U is characterized by the following properties: 
Uo(s)(ft,f2) = [U0(s)fl] [U0(s)f2], (41a) 
[Uo(s)fl = U0(s)lfl (41b) 
f, <<.f2 =~ Uo(s)fl <<, Uo(s)f2 (41c) 
Uo(-s ) f (x ,  V) =f (¢ (s ,  x, V), qt(s, x, V)). (41d) 
The line of reasoning to be followed to obtain the global existence proof consists of finding fields 
F = F(x), such that 
f0 I F = F(x)" Uo(-s )E( f ; f , f ) (x ,  V, s)ds <~ mh(Ixl) exp( - rV  2) (42) 
for some positive defined constant m. 
In this case, the properties defined in equations (41a-d) and the monotonicity property of the 
weight function g define global existence in the same fashion as Theorem 1 with a smallness 
constant B which now depends upon m. This natural extension can be realized, at least for simple 
cases such as constant forces, by the reader. 
5. D ISCUSSION 
We discuss in this final section the physical consistency of the smallness assumption indicated in 
equation (26a) and of the rate of decay at infinity implied by the properties of the functions h. 
In fact, as discussed in the third section of the paper by Senger [1], the Enskog-Boltzmann 
equation considers gas-density effects up to when the term "an 3,, is of the order of unity. Moreover, 
statistics can be considered sufficiently accurate only if a sufficiently large number of particles N is 
involved, N being given by 
N = f n0(x)dx. (43) 
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In other words, the following points need to be verified: 
(a) The initial conditions have to be such that the local gas density is sufficiently high 
(sufficiently small local mean free path). 
(b) The rate of decay of n in the physical space has to be such that the conditions 
specified in (a) are maintained for a sufficiently long time. 
(c) N is sufficiently large. 
Consider now the smallness condition (26a) and verify that the hypothesis on the initial data 
implies that 
7[ /~ 3 
maXx~ n(x; t = O) = n(n = O, t = O) ~< 32g*h~h* Ilh IlL, (44) 
Moreover, the total number of particles is 
where 
N <~ I(h) (re/ot)/(32g *h, h *), (45) 
I(h) = f•3 h(]xl)dx/lL h ILL,. (46) 
Since the quantities g*, h, and h* are bounded quantities and the functional I(h) can tend to 
infinity whenever the decay of the function h is sufficiently smooth, it is possible including global 
existence results for N---, oe. The reader can verify this for the function defined in equation (17), 
choosing p ~< 3. Moreover, equation (25) in Theorem 1 contains the following further result: 
0; t) <<. 2fl ~ h(Ivt 1) exp(-~V2)dV. (47) n(x  
dE 3 
After these preliminaries, the following qualitative properties of the number density n can be stated: 
and 
(i) c~ ~0 ~n(0,  0)~" oo, 
(ii) IIh I IL,$0~n(0,0)$~, 
(iii) IIh IIL,$0~n(0, t)T~ 
Consequently, we can state that the result of the proposed theorems includes conditions with 
sufficiently large number densities• In fact, when ~ or I[ h IlL, tend to zero (smooth decay for the 
velocities or strong decay in space) the local density tends to infinity. Moreover, even if the local 
density tends to zero, this feature is maintained locally and not everywhere. Consequently, the 
physical conditions defined in the theorems include large density effects, which hold for sufficiently 
large times, so that the results proposed in this paper have physical consistency. 
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APPENDIX  
Proof of the Lemma 
The proof originates from the following result contained in Lemmas 1 and 2 of Ref. [8] and proven in detail in Ref. [11]: 
0' h(Ix + us I)h(I x + vs I)ds ~< 2h*h(lxl)II h IIL,/min{ [u], Ivl}, (A.1) 
where h~H and u and v are two orthogonal vectors: u.v  = 0. 
Consider now the term "g". Then iff~M~(h), by definition f(x, V, t) ~< ch(lx]) exp(-ctV2), and 
g(f., f ( , ,+,,n+ Vs, U,s)dU)<g(ch,(,/at)3/2]. (A.2) 
Moreover, if the following term is considered: 
l -  fto, tied a2qsinO c°sOf(x + Vs' V"s) f  (x + Vs + 2an' V{'s)dVjdEdOds' (A.3) 
namely the gain term E+ without the weight g; then for f~M~(h), the following inequality holds: 
l ~< fllo. tle~o a2q sinO c°sOc2 h(Ix + (V -  V')sl)'h([x + 2trn + (V -  V~)sl)'exp(-°tV'2)exp(-°tV'2) dVI dE dO ds 
t~ 
~< h,4a2 t~ q sin0 cos0 exp[-~t(V 2 + V~)]dVid, d0 't~ h(Ix + (V - V')s Dh(lx + (V - V,)s I) ds. (A.4) 
Recalling now that (V -  V') and (V -  V~) are orthogonal vectors, i.e. (V -  V ' ) . (V-  V{)= 0, then the application of the 
above inequalities proves inequality (24) of the lemma. 
Now let f, ~ e D, the following inequalities hold: 
a2q sinO cosO f (x + Vs, V,,s) f (x + Vs + 2trn, V{, s)dVtdE dOd s 
O, t](~D 
<<- 4x/xh~h* tl h IIL, e2ct3/2h([x]) exp(-ct V 2) 
and 
(A.6) 
fl a2qsinOcosO f(x+Vs, V',s)f(x+Vs +2an, V~,s)-~p(x+Vs, V',s)ck(x+Vs+2an, V' s) dVdEdoqds 
O,t]~D 
<~ 8x/n llf -(p llh~h*llh llL, a2o~3/2h(lxl)exp(-otV2). (A.7) 
Consider now the term defined in equation (25): 
fo ](~¢f)* - (~b)*  I(x, V, t) <~ IE+(f;f,f) - E+(~; ~b, ~)](x, V, s)ds 
<~fIo, ,leo a2qsinOc°sOg(fa3f(x+Vs+an'U's)dU)-g(fa3 q~(x + Vs + an, U, s)dU) 
xf(x x Vs, V', s)f(x x Vs + 2an, U, s)dV~dEdOds 
"2qsin° c°s°g(l.j.,  (x+vs + n,U,s)ds 
x If(x + Vs, V', s) f (x + Vs + 2an, V' 1, s) 
- ~b(x + Vs, V', s)~b (x + Vs + 2n, V{, s)ldVidEd0ds. (A.8) 
Therefore the application of the inequalities (A5-A7) proves the lemma. 
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